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Teen suspect linked to Domino’s robbery
01 the same store last December.
In the robbery. a man fitting McKeithan’s
description forced the store manager to hand
over the night deposit of $600, Reyes said.
Items stolen in the 1987 burglary a VCR
with a monitor and a Domino’s sign, were
found in McKeithan’s apartment "during the
By Katarina Jonholt
course of investigation after his arrest."
Daily staff writer
Three additional counts of armed robbery, Reyes said.
In Santa Clara County Municipal Court
burglary and possession of stolen property
were filed against SJSU drama student Tuesday. McKeithan didn’t enter a plea. hut
was
ordered to reappear before the court on
Charles McKeithan on Tuesday.
McKeithan is already in custody at Santa April I I.
Wearing a green prison shirt. the I9 -yearClara County Jail for the alleged gun -point
robbery attempt of police officer Jack Baxter old freshman alternately kept his eyes closed
and glanced over at his parents. who had
on March 30.
Homicide investigator Mt) Reyes said Mc- flown in front Georgia.
When his case was called, public defender
Keithan, who has no criminal record, is now
being investigated for the March 26 robbery Pat Tiedemann asked the judge to consider
of a Domino’s pizza parlor and the burglary letting him go on hail.

Student facing
additional charges

Acknowledging the seriousness of the felony charge. Tiedemann argued that since
McKeithan’s parents were staying in San
Jose to be with their son, a bail was warranted. But Municipal Court Judge Hugh
Mullin denied the plea.
Clifford M. McKeithan, Charles’ father.
said the defense is "getting information together for a Superior Court review** of the
hail decision.
He said he didn’t know anything about the
Domino’s incidents.
"We just know that additional charges
have been filed, hut we don’t know what
they are. the elder McKeithan said.
Reyes said he was not able to estimate
what McKeithan’s late may he if he is convicted on all charges.
"You’d have to take the maximum penalty for each count.** he said. "(The police

department) doesn’t have any control over
what happens to him now. That’s up to the
judicial system."
In the March 30 incident, McKeithan allegedly threatened Baxter with a 12 -gauge
shotgun. Baxter, who was in civilian
clothes, was withdrawing money front the
Wells Fargo automated teller on First and
Mission streets.
McKeithan’s gun was unloaded, hut there
was anununition in the pocket of his trench coat. said Lt. William Lansdowne of the San
Jose Police Department.
Baxter shot McKeithan three times in the
chest, chin and left arm with a .38 automatic. However, McKeithan was not seriously injured. He was taken to Santa Clara
Valley Medical Center and released a day
later, according to hospital officials.

Mineta asks minorities to unite
By Dani Parkin
Daily staff writer

U.S. Congressman Norman Min eta called for all minority groups
blacks, women. Asians and Hispanics
to work together to bring
about political change and social justice in the country.
"Working together we are a formidable force. . . If we work
against each other . . we all lose.’ ’
Mineta said yesterday in the Student
Union.
Mineta was invited to campus ro
introduce the School of Social Skience’s new division of cultural phi
ralism. The topic of his speech was
"Righting the Wrongs of History."

Johnson. a member of the hoard and
the chairman of the Rec Center’s
policies and fees committee.
"ISUBOD) can’t represent student concerns because they’re outmanned hy the administration, and
there is a ’good old bo network
there.
Johnson said he has been on the
hoard lor twin years and has never
managed to get apiece of legislation
passed. which he say s is because
nine SUBOD members are administrators and stall and only five are
students.

"There should be more students
McLennan presented a resolution
on SUBOD," Associated Students
Tuesday asking that two more stuPresident Michael McLennan said.
"Every year the students are held dents he added to St IBOD.
Evans did not hear McLennan’s
hostage by boards that make decisions without their approval. Mc- presentation, as he was outside the
Lennan said. "If it is a hoard that is A.S. Council Chambers talking to a
financed by students, should they he member of Professional Management Associates who had just fielded
held hostage’!"
"SUBOD is way over-stalled quest hies trout the board.
See BOARD. back
with administration." said Michael

"The new division is necessary in
order to address the need for indepth knowledge about cultural pluralism." Fullerton said.
Mineta commended the college
for developing the division of cultural pluralism to study our "multi
faceted society."
’The immigrants who came yes
terday face the same hardships as
those who came 50 years ago,
Mineta said. "We forget the difficulties of coming to this country.’’
Mineta’s father came to America
when he was 14 to work with relatives in Salinas. Mineta explained
that his father didn’t know geography very well and got off the boat
Matthew E
rham Daily staff photographer
in Seattle.
It took him 18 months to work
on! ussman Norman Mlineta
himself across the country. "The SJSU President Gail Fullerton %sail., NSW] I
story of an immigrant IN a story of
hard work and pride. Mineta said.
The loyalty of Asian -Americans is
He explained Asian -Americans considered :quo twin the mainMineta explained the special prob- "must routinely fight to be included stream.
constantly questioned. Mineta as-Americans.
of
the
Asian
as
a
minority
group,
especially
lems
"No one would question whether serted. At times they are the victims
of racial violence.
"The stereotype of the model mi- within the government.
a black American can speak English.
lint progress has been made by the
They are perceived as not fully
nority has hurt the group." Mineta
.
I get told all the bine. ’You
\ I iherties Act of 1987 that apolsaid. "We are really the invisible American no matter how hard they speak very good English.
\lineta
s., If/ YETA, bad. page
work," Mineta said. "We’re always said.
minority."

By Suzanne De Long
Daily stall writer
Robert C. Schneider, a parttime professor in both the electrical and industrial and systems engineering departments
at SJSU. died Saturday of a
heart attack.
Family, friends and students
of Schneider are still in shock
over his death, which was unexpected even though Schneider had a heart attack several
years ago.
"Fie looked so healthy."
said Julie Umale, a student in
Schneider’s Engineering 155
class. "He was always smiling
and joking," said the senior in
IE. industrial and systenis engineering. It was really a shock.
she said.
Jane Dock, also a senior in
the IF department. explained
that Schneider "made this class
interesting." Engineering 155,
Management Engineering 11,
covers the legal aspects of engiSee DEATH, back page

Mo Reyes.
homicide investigator

Students lack
representation
for Rec Center
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
Students are not fairly represented
by a committee that has been active
in the Rec Center construction and
recent investigation. SJSU student
politicians say.
The Student Union Board of Directors, a body which has passed resolutions concerning the Rec Center
since its planning stage, does not
have enough student members and
does not safeguard student interests
sufficiently, according to the

SJSU President Gail Fullerton in
troduced the congressman as "an ex
tremely important friend of SJSU."
She explained he was influential in
getting a grant for the aeronautics
department.
She also said he is someone who
"knows from first-hand experience
the wrongs of society.*’ Fullerton
explained that Mineta was interned
as a prisoner of war because of his
Japanese ancestry during World War

Professor’s
death upsets
students

’(The police department)
doesn’t have any control
over what happens to
him now. That’s up to
the judicial system.’

SJSU debuts ’Emerald Rainbow’
By Hazel Whitman
Daily stall writer
For SJSU student John Bliss there
is no need to dream about "Some
where Over the Rainbow." Our
Symphony Orchestra will perform
the world premiere of Bliss’ compo
salon, "The Emerald Rainbow.
April 19 at SJSU.
Another reason Bliss is likely
pleased with his reality is that he and
SJSU student -conductor Vernon
Miyata have received the Carmen
Dragon Memorial Scholarship.
Both students will be honored at
the Tuesday night event in the Music
Concert Hall. Admission to the Concert Hall, located north of San Carlos Street, will cost students and seniors $3 and the general public $5.
Miyata was the first recipient of
the Dragon Scholarship in 1986. The
award was named for Dragon. an
SJSU alumnus, who was a conductor
and composer. Among Dragon’s acconiplishments are winning an Oscar
and an Eminy, and releasing 65 albums. He also conducted several orchestras, including the Royal Philharmonic. the Hollywood Bowl and
the Standard Oil School groups.
After his death in 1985 the Chevron Corp. endowed a scholarship in
his honor. A $4,000 award is given
See MUSIC, bark page

Firm says students
should pay increase
By Jeff Elder
Daily stalt writer

A (inn hired by SJSU administra
tion says it cannot help students investigate Wilding options and has advised students to pay a lee increase,
and do everything they can to assist
completion ot the Rec Center.
Professional Management Associates, hired to objectively study Rec
Center cost overruns, says it vs ill he
in the best financial and legal interest
of the students to cooperate with all
parties for the fastest completion id
the project.
The firm, which is analyzing the
project’s reported $8.5 million cost
overruns, has told student% that pro.
test of a proposed fee increase and
student legal action could cost them
more money.
PMA has not suggested funding
alternatives to a lee increase.
’We cannot address that for the
students.’’ K Thomas Omiishi, PMA
senior construction manager. said
when students asked about funding
options to cover the reported overruns of up to $8.5 million.
Two weeks ago, James Dielschneider. president of PMA, told
the Spartan Daily. "It’s very important that students work with the university to get this done. If there are
differences on youi side, it is easier
for the contractor to get more
money."
Executive Vice President J.
Handel Evans said SJSU administration agrees that it will he in the students’ interests tul cooperate and pay
a fee increase if asked .
"We’d go along with that.
Evans said Tuesday.

Michael McLennan
A N ’,resident

In an effort to avoid a lee increase, students have attempted to
find alternative ways of paying for
the cost overruns. but Onishi says
when his company sought tor alternatives, they could find none
"On funding we discussed what
funds were available, hut with the
bond loan, there are inherent restraints.** he said.
Several weeks ago Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds asked the California
State University Board ol Trustees
for the right to take out a bond loan
to pay. tor the overruns.
Associated Students directors and
executives opposed a bond loan, because the only known v. ay to pay for
See FEE5. back page

Coming Events
Eddie and the Tide appears this Friday
Matthew E Durham

Daily staff photographer

SJSU student and composer Vernon Nliyata will he honored this month
with fellow student John Bliss. Both receive a memorial scholarship.
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Speed law born
to be ignored
I he only time I drive 5s inph 011 the highway is
w hen I can see a cop either in front of me or behind
me I completely realize that going 70 mph is
against the law . but I don’t think anyone expects
me to follow the lass Anyone being the police, the
state legislators or the guy behind me in the fast
lane. The current speed limit is a lass that is meant
to be broken.
My main reason
for belies ing this is
the amount of mono
made by the individual cities and other
municipalities each
year from speeding
tickets. Although I
have never received a
speeding ticket. in
1987 about 1.06 mil
Californians
lion
Suzanne
were cited. The average fine for going 65
De Long
mph in a 55 zone in
1986 was 550. The
fine for the same offense is ’mist likely es en highei
today.
Just imagine, if the speed limit was at the iii Ire
realistic rate of 60 or 70 mph, city police &No.
ments wouldn’t make any ntone i Ai least until
they jacked up the rates tor going 80 mph
Another reason I don’t think the goy eminent is
serious about the 55 mph speed limit, and therefore
I shouldn’t be either, is the fact that most cars can
do at least 80 mph. Why make cars that can reach
speeds of 60 mph in 6.2 seconds ii %%e’re only at
lowed to go at a top speed of 55 mph ’
If the government was serious about saving
roads, saving gas and sav ing lives" they would
make it illegal for car manufacturers to produce
cars that can go faster that 55 mph. For imported
cars. governors could be incorporated into the engine to control speed and power.
Now sonic would say that the extra power and
speed is needed to avoid possible accidents. But
that’s not true. A lot of accidents are caused by people going 80 mph and hitting other people going 60
mph who couldn’t get out of the way The people
getting hit were already going faster than the speed
limit, so they shouldn’t have had to go faster to
avoid a madman.
If everyone was putting along at around 55 mph
nobody would have to speed up to get out of the
way. the person coming up from behind could just
slow down since they’re practically stopped already
What I’m not saying is that everyone should
drive at 70 mph. There are plenty ot people on the
road who should, by all means, continue to drive at
40 mph. Just so long as they stay in the slow lane.
There are also people who drive at speeds greater
than 70 mph who should slow down. Being tailgated is not fun. It’s especially not fun, and or
right, especially when it happens in the center lane
while travelling at 70 mph.
What I am saying is that if the speed limit was
increased, to let’s say 65 mph on the freeway, police could then concentrate on punishing people
who travel at speeds of 80 or 85 mph instead ot
those of us going 65 to 70 mph. Drivers wouldn’t
have to slow down to the ridiculously low speed ol
55 mph when a cop is around, and our elected officials wouldn’t have to kid anyone about how much
they care about our safety.

Letters to the Editor
Society’s at fault
dool.
’tour March 7 article on the unification of educational theory is yet
another example of the fact that our
education system has become a scapegoat for all the ills of our society.
In that respect. teachers have something in common with housewives:
is hen the man of the house gets
screwed up at work or elsewhere, it
is the w oman who gets the beating.
her all, hitching about the school
sy stem Instead of changing the backward social and economic policies
marks the difference between "concerned citizen" and troublemaker.
Let’s face the facts: Our education
system is hut a inimir reflection of
values and attitudes that prevail in
our society. First of all, the students
are treated almost like passive obIects brought to school to he taught
fust like we bring our family cars to
the garage and expect the mechanic
to ti them. It a malfunction occurs.
the mechanics or the teachers are to
blame. Mier all, they are the "ex pens." They should have known
better. And when things really get
messed up. the witch-hunt begins.
The right-wingers erect stakes at
which they want to burn everything
from "secular humanism’’ to sex education and the metric system. And
the liberals sniff for even the slightest traces of ethnocentrism and rackm. The silent maiority slips into
complacency. hoping that the expert+ will do something about it.’
The key to educational success is
student motivation. and this has been
in rather short supply lately. Even
du nigh our schools get the best educational materials that are available
worlds., ide, the illiteracy rate in this
country is three times that of the
l’tiSR Hen the most superficial
comparison between popular attitudes and values in the two superpowers can pros ide us a clue to the

I.

explanation of this rather disgraceful
difference. In the Soviet Union. it is
education that determines the social
success of an individual, and ’Intelligencia" is not much different from
that of the rest of the society.
In the United States, conversely, a
"high school dropout who made
millions" is a popular myth that pervades not only folk tales, but also official dossiers of top corporate executives, and an "instant Hollywood
career" is perceived by many as the
highest form of an individual’s success. Even those who finally decide
to go to college do so to earn a degree as quickly as possible so they
can get a better-paying job rather
than broadening their intellectual horizons, exchanging their ideas with
others and using their knowledge to
benefit the society instead of boosting corporate profits.
It is high time to realize that the
cultural illiteracy of so many Americans is caused not by bad teachers
and biased textbooks, but by the values and the attitudes that have become hallmarks of our culture: antiintellectualism, materialism, ethnocentrism and complacency.
Wojtek Sokolowski
Graduate Student
Sociology

times as many as the women’s basketball team) as a team composed of
mostly beginners.
Our season is ending soon and we
haven’t seen a box score, article or
even a photo printed in the Daily.
This lack of interest in a new program is a shame. Several of our
members have approached the Daily
yet nothing was ever done. I don’t
know if the Daily is understaffed in
the sports department, but I believe
you have a responsibility to cover
the total SJSU sports scene and not
just a select part. We are all students
and Spartans competing for the pride
of SJSU. Therefore, we deserve the
same respect and press coverage as
the athletic department.
Iliad Rodriguez
Junior
Art

Time for a change

Editor,
I love teaching at SJSU. But there
is one part of the job that I hate:
proctoring the 100W final exam.
Looking for cheaters makes me feel
like a prison guard.
Maybe there’s a better way. Several months ago I learned about honor
code systems that operate at several
dozen schools including Haverford.
Vanderbilt, Princeton and the UniTrack team ignored
versity of Virginia.
While each school goes about it
Editor.
As a student -athlete here for four differently. Haverford’s approach
years. I have noticed the reporting of can serve as a model. Its honor code
my sport, track and field, to be poor booklet states that students "accept
to non-existant in this semester’s is- the responsibility of upholding the
sues of the Spartan Daily. SJSU has standards and ideals" that sustain
one of the top track and field pro- their community. One feature of the
grams in the PCAA with a good code is that students individually
number of NCAA champions. This schedule when they’ll take exams
school is known nationally for its and then proctor themselves.
You don’t need a Ph.D. to figure
track teams. However, the team’s
own school newspaper fails to give out the many benefits of having an
honor code
less less at exam
the team the recognition it deserves.
In recent editions of the Daily, the time, a more democratic climate, inmost exposure the team has received creased self-esteem, etc.
But who should establish the
is a couple of small paragraphs next
to a picture. Almost no information plan? I like what happened at Hayis given about future meets. I am erford. A history of the code reveals
sure that SJSU students are inter- that "The tradition began in 1897
ested in the sports at this school when the freshman class petitioned
rather than the sports off the wire President Issue Sharpless ’to have
examinations held on an honor basis
services.
All that I am asking for is better, and to have entire control in managin-depth reporting of track and other ing any possible cases of cheating.’ "
"low -priority" sports.
I hope someone or some group
Dessaline (Ed) Tucker
will seize the initiative and work
Member, SJSU Track Team
to establish an honor code at SJSU.
Where’s the coverage? I’ll be happy to share the information
I’ve collected about such programs
doom .
Murray Suid
I am highly disappointed in the
I .ecturer
Spartan Daily’s sports coverage this
Journalism Department
semester. Sure. the Daily has covered in-depth all of the programs
A loss for everyone
sponsored by the athletic depart
[tient, but you’ve chosen to neglect Editor,
several club sports. We are part of
As an instructor of mine for the
the SJSU sports scene and shouldn’t current school year. Robert Schneihe treated like second-rate organiza- der was what I would call a "rare
tions. The Daily has, on occasion. bird." His death this past weekend
mentioned the fencing program, but came as quite a shock to me.
has neglected the rugby and lacrosse
He was a compassionate, warmteams, The rugby team has built a hearted instructor who could get
strong, successful program, yet the ideas across well. He was never too
Daily fails to acknowledge any of its busy to listen to students’ problems,
achievements.
be they academic or personal.
The new SJSU lacrosse team, of
Of all the classes I have taken in
which I am a member, entered its my college endeavor, I must say that
first year of competition this semes- those classes taught by Mr. Schnei
ter. The Daily’s only mention of our der were among the very hest.
existence came when we were denHe will be sorely missed by the in
ied Associated Students funding. La- dustrial and systems engineering decrosse is a high -paced, rough, hard- partment, his family and friends, and
hitting physical game that is defi- by all those students who had the
nitely worthy of the Daily’s cover- pleasure, privilege and honor to have
age. If our scores can be printed in taken classes with this man.
the Mercury News, I think they are
Dale Warfel
fit to be seen on the pages of your
Senior
publication. Our team has already
Industrial and Systems
won three games this season (three
Engineering

p,

Everyone needs a role model. There is a particular group of students on campus, however.
that lacks this necessary influence because of
prejudice. These students are disabled, and although they total only 400 of the 27,000 persons
enrolled at SJSU. they are larger in number this se,
mester than ever before.
Outwardly, this group of students appears different than others. Some speak kind of funny and
listen with their eyes, others route their journey
across campus according to available ramps as they
motor to class in wheelchairs.
But these students who are forced to take up
canes over skateboards are just like the rest of us.
They struggle with geography tests and juggle social commitments with political science reading assignments. And, like the rest of us. they need to
know there is a future for them; a spot in society in
which they can lead productive lives after graduation.
Non -disabled students have many advantages
over those who are disabled. Not only do we have
the luxury of easily side-stepping campus construction activity, or to clearly hear every lecture, question, and chuckle in the classroom, but we also
have role models prominently displayed before Us
at every turn.
In a world where we all want so desperately to
feel normal and accepted, the influence of role
models is s ital and can only be fully appreciated
when it is nowhere to be found. There is a reason
deaf students attending Gallaudet University in
Washington D.C. fought so fervently for the appointment of a non -hearing school president. Such
an authority figure would be a constant reminder to
the students that there are people like them in the
world who have succeeded in a professional position.
times are changing, and the trend among
The
disabled students at MU is a switch in areas
of interest from the usual arts studies to business, computer science and math. These students
are challenging society to look past their imperfect
legs or slurred speech and to instead see their well developed brains. Many of these students, however, cannot even get past the prejudice on campus.
And it is the educational system that is on the cutting edge to influence overall change or at least
they should be.
Within the nucleus of this university, an example could be set for society. But it’s not happening,
and it’s certainly not due to a lack of funds. The
chancellor’s office has issued $270,000 to the employee adaptive device fund. This money may be
divided among the 19 campuses of the the California State University System to be used to purchase
hardware for disabled employees, such as a Braille
computer for a blind instructor.
These funds, however, are not fully used because of the limited hiring of disabled faculty members and administrators at the university. Currently,
nine of the 10 instructors teaching deaf students are
hearing persons. Martin Schuller. director of disabled students services, says he is the only disabled
administrator he knows of on campus.
New legislation has recently amended the 1973
Rehabilitation Act to require that computers purchased by the university have capabilities that are
user-friendly to the disabled so they can operate the
hardware properly. Schulter has a copy machine
that literally speaks to him. While modem technology brilliantly continues to open the door to even
the disabled minority, administration officials continue to keep hiring practices closed to this special
group of Milk iduals.
Motivation should be a key attribute when considering potential employees. This is a proven quality easily. seen In those %% ho make such efforts to
complete tasks that are usually simple for others to
accomplish, such as parking their car, walking to
class or attending an interview’ in downtown San
Jose.
Our disabled students work hard. Their bodies
may be weak or lacking in particular functions, but
their minds are strong and capable, and more importantly, they are driven to accomplish goals so
that they can contribute to our society. Shouldn’t
we do them a service beyond laying a ramp across a
curb? Let’s encourage equal opportunity hiring.
and let go of the antiquated notion that says physical disabilities also hinder the brain.
Charlotte Klopp is Associate Editor for thy
Spartan Daily. Insight Out appears every
Thursday.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you
our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. However,
personal attacks and letters in poor taste
will not be published, nor will anonymous
letters be accepted.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel. We will also corrent obvious style
and grammar errors. The Daily reserves
the right to limit the number of letters on a
given topic after a sufficient amount of
comment has appeared.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Democrats have the chance
to attend Georgia convention

Department chooses recipients
By Joe S. kappia
Daily staff writer
The faculty of SJSU’s history department meets
Friday to select outstanding students who qualify for
scholarships and fellowships from endowment funds
allotted to the department.
Speaking in an interview Tuesday. Department
Chairman George Moore said that students who qualify for the scholarship require faculty nomination
while those eligible for the fellowships will be selected based on the application process.
Moore added that the interest accrued by the endowment fund will be used instead of the principal
sum, to finance the education of those that will be selected.
Scholarships available for faculty nomination include the following:
The Lyle V. Burmahln memorial scholarships
three scholarships endowed by Lyle V. Burmahln for
deserving history majors both undergraduate and
graduate.
The Barbara Buss Cesarli memorial scholarship
endowed by the family of the late Barbara Buss
Casaroli, a fiwnter SJSU student, for an outstanding
graduate or undergraduate student in Asian affairs.
The Donald L. "Scotty" Fletcher scholarship
endowed by the friends of the late Donald L.
"Scotty" Fletcher for any student interested in Scottish affairs.
for
The Bruce Gelsinger memorial scholarship
any student in the field of European history, especially Scandinavian studies.
The Edith Smith memorial award endowed by
Helen Crawford in memory of the late Edith Smith for
am student interested in education.

Students who qualify for the
scholarship require faculty
nomination.

By Dani Parkin
Daily staff writer
SJSU Democrats have the opportunity to become delegates to the National Democratic Convention if
they act quickly.
Delegates are involved in the selection of the Democratic party’s selection of a final presidential candidate.
Roy Christman, pan -time political
science instructor and former chairman of the Santa Clara Democratic
Party, said, "There was an SJSU
student who was a delegate in the
1984 election. He was a Hart delegate. 1 hope we have more in ’88."
The process to become a delegate
involves a couple of steps. The first
is to fill out the application obtained
from the San Francisco Democratic
Headquarters and have it postmarked
by the April 14 deadline.
A spokesperson for the headquarters said, "The form is self-explanatory. We’ll send it to you you fill
in the blanks."
The second step requires the interested Democrat to win at the local
caucus. Each of California’s 45 districts will hold caucuses on May 1.
Christman said.
Each Democratic candidate caucus elects its own representatives

Students who qualify for the following
fellowships will be selected through the application
process based on a grade -point average of 3.0 overall
and 3.5 in the major area.
The Leonard J. Hall memorial fellowship created by the relatives and friends of the late Leonard J.
Hall. a former SJSU student who lost his life during
military service in Vietnam. The fellowship is open to
upper division or graduate students majoring in modern European history.
The Dudley T. Moorhead memorial fellowship
created by the family and friends of the late Dudley T.
Moorhead, professor of history. It is open to upper division or graduate students who received their undergraduate degree from SJSU.
The James H. High memorial fellowship endowed by the history department in memory of the
late James H. High. a former professor in the department. It is open to upper division or graduate students
in American history.
The kJ. "Tim" Sweet memorial fellowship
created by the family and friends of the late Tim
Sweet, a former graduate student at SJSU. It is open
to history majors.
The Mildred Gentry Winters fellowship created by the family and friends of Mildred Winters. It
is open to upper division history majors with demonstrated need.

Poetry reading a ’vivid’ experience
Center presents
series of readings
By Duni Parkin
Daily staff writer
The San Jose Center for Poetry
and Literature will be presenting its
next reading of the spring series on
Friday at 8 p.m, in the SJSU Memorial Chapel.
The writers featured will be Pennsy I vania poet Cristopher Bursk and
SJSU faculty member Aldon Neilson Bursk was awarded the Sweeney Cos Prize in poetry Mr his book
’Places of Comfort. Places of Justice." Nielson’s first book is titled
’Heat titling!,
The last presentation hosted by the
center was termed a historical reading. It brought Etheridge Knight, a
leading black poet, and Juan Felipe
Ilerrera. a prominent Chicano
writer, to Eulipia on First Street,
March 22.
The mom lacked enough chairs to
seat everybody who came to see
these electrifying poets. And the
spectators got more than a reading.
The poets led the audience through
their personal cultural experiences
With vivid imagery.
Etheridge Knight began writing
poetry while serving time in the Indiana State Prison for armed robbery. Much of his poetry uses
prison -related metaphors and speaks
of the in
suffered by his people.
Knight said he was inspired to
sv de a poem by "watching Reagan
on tele v i ticm and tell his lies."

He said, "Right atter Iran -gate he
had to have part of his nose cut off."
He then turned his back to the audience and when he turned around he
had a plastic Pinnochio nose on his
face.
The audience became hysterical
with laughter. "The title is, ’Whose
Nose,’ " he said. And he read a
poem detailing the lies and deceits
we suffer as a people as a result of
the current Republican administration.
His latest btiok, "The Essential
Etheridge Knight," winner of the
1987 American Book Award, is a
collection of some of his best and
some of his newest poetry.
It is written in simplistic prose
with street language of everyday
pains, yet it wretches the readers’
heart: the reality is so manifest in the
words. It is as if Knight’s blood became ink and was splattered across
the white pages.
His poems are personal, yet they
speak for the nation. His poem titled
"For Black Poets Who Think of Suicide" talks of being a black poet and
what it means.
". . . Black poets should seek
but not search too much/In sweet
dark caves, nor hunt for snipe/Down
pychic trails (like white boys dol./
For the Black Poets belong to Black
People. Are/Flutes of Black Lovers.
Are/Organs of Black Sorrows. Are/
The Trumpets of Black Warriors./
Let All Black Poets die as Trumpets,
/And be buried in the dust of marching feet."
Knight’s appearance was followed
by Herrera’s audience participation
style of pttetry. He would say a word

Baby Boomers raise median age in U.S.
WASHINGTON ( API
Amen
Millet
ans are easing into their middle
Up from 31.11 in 1986, the median
%ears, as growing numbers of matur- means that half of all Americans are
I rig Baby Boomers boost the nation’s older than that age and half younger.
median age to a record high of just
With the maturing of the Baby
over 32 years.
Boomers, the median has begun
The 35-44 age group represents moving in the other direction. The
the leading edge of the post -World growing elderly population has also
War II Baby Boom and is the fastest - helped raise the median, as imgrowing segment of the U.S. pop- proved medical care extends lifepulation. the Census Bureau reported sans.
The second -fastest growing segTuesday.
This helped boost the nation’s me- ment was aged 85 and over. increasdian age to 32.1 years as of last July ing 28 percent to 2.2 million. The
1. the highest ever.
75-84 group was third, jumping 20.3
’The ’Graying of America’ is ... percent to 7.7 million. Americans in
increasing
age,"
its
documented by
the 65-74 group increased 13 4 perobserved bureau statistician Louisa cent to 17.7 million.

ill delegates that go to
the national elms ention depends
upon the percentage i,l votes won bj
their candidate in the June 7 primaries.
The delegates are picked by ixrpular vote of the people attending the
caucus,
’Your chances are maximized if
you show up v. oh hundreds of
friends who will vote for you.- etplained Christman. "But its slit Ii
cult to do, especially on a smut!,
Sunday. Most people only get about
10 friends."
The delegates ss ho receive the
highest number 4)1 votes lea e for the
Omni Convention Center m Atlanta
for the July I 11-22 meeting.
The estimated cost for the trip varies. ’Costs can he controlled by
eating Hershey bars.
Christman
said. A Denuicrat it: Committee
spokesperson said to expect $80 a
night for lodging and then flight
costs.
The Committee hopes to charter
flights for the delegates to lower
costs. Christman suggests room
sharing.
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mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
[lox Lunches
I unch and Dinner
Delivery
i )pen Daily, 11:00 AM - 10:00 PM

318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

10% off Nexxus Products

131 E. Jackson Street
294-3303 or 998-9427

Waive the 100W Requirement

In

April 16, 1988
Via writing workshop waiver exam
1

Deadline to register: April 8, 1988
Except for undergrad Business & Engineering students
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WET SUIT SALE
AT THE GET WET STORE
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10 % Discount
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’Mate present your
5.1.5, Student ’flay
card or bring in tAir
coupon at time of
purchase to receive
the Account.
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Los Gatos Wind and Surf Center
Open 10AM til dusk 7 days
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15679 Los Gatos Blvd
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All full length wetsuits and drysuits are on sale now.
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French cut neoprene swim suits just $54.95

A day to honor those who cared.
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A day to remember those who perished,
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Two years
CARMI I I XP)
after Clint 1 .imtood rode into this
seaside resort and was elected
mayor, the lanky movie star banged
the last gavel of his political career
"I wouldn’t trade the last two
years for anything." said Eastwood.
who presided over his last council
meeting Tuesday night. "I hate al
ways felt if we took our work sc
riously but didn’t take ourselves Se
riously. we’d be iouch happier." Xt
his final meeting. Eastwood Y. ished
gtuld luck to the mayoral candidates
in next week’s election

vv wu’s

10111

STAFF

Clint rides into
political sunset

20% OFF ANY SERVICE

(408) 947-7299

924-3277

KEN HUBB’S BARBER SHOP c.-ir

the basic difference between
Ikmocratic and Republican delegate
selection is I kmocrats have a chance
to pick their delegates,- Christman
said. " I he Republican campaign or
ganitat ion picks its own."
It) he a Republican delegate you
have to be a friend of George
Bush." Chi isinian said.

elcae/w/
r -,2- i

Certified

and ask the audience how they felt
about it.
His poetry described his San Jose
life. He talked in plain language
about his son Roberto. "He defines
time as the space between the couch
and the T.V
It was a quality evening of literary
talent. The Center’s Friday reading
should also be interesting.

The number

In the evening, those who wish are invited to see the film ofAki
fleyoirs. Les Enfants (Camera 3) at 7:10 p.m. which tells the
story of a Jewish boy sheltered by a priest who gave his life
because of his principled devotion to humanity.
For further information call 294-8311

FOR A GREAT
SELECTION OF:
FRAMES
FUTONS
COVERS
PILLOWS
FEATHERBEDS

Studio

Lounger

Tine frame *6" cotton futon
easily converts from a couch,
to a lounger, to a bed’

916 S. Bascom Ave.
408)293-3355
San
(3 blocks south of Hwy. 280)

Jose

.9.

P.o.2...
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’Vice Versa’ surprisingly enjoyable movie
ENTERTAINMENT

Dani Parkin
Daily statt writer
"Vice Versa
a delightful comedy. opened three weeks ago. It is a
surprisingly good movie that will appeal to all ages.
Kicking and screaming. I was
dragged by a 10friend
year-old
Film
into the movie.
Review But, instead of
being bored by a
brainless children’s show. I enjoyed
a lively comedy
’Vice Versa’. is one of a slew of
recent releases depicting a father and
son who switch bodies.
It stars Judge Reinhold as Marshall Seymour. an overworked,
overly ambitious yuppie in charge of
promotion for a Chicago department
store.

who is really the father and de
mand the skull, but an old Asian
man now has it.

Marshall is also a divorced father.
whose son is coining to stay at his
everything -in- its -place apartment for
a week.
Fred Savage plays Charlie. the
smart -aleck, frog -carrying son. Everything doesn’t stay in its place. He
brings chaos into his father’s structured life. And then "IT" happens.
They both touch an ancient mystical skull. The father becomes the son
and the son grows into the manly
proportions of his father.
Of course. confusion follows The
son goes to work and puts his frog
into the office sink. He makes drastically simple executive descisions.

He takes out his lather’s girlfriend
and gets his first kiss.
He starts playing the drums in the
music department to the delight of
the rock -loving customers and the
dismay of the other executives.
The father has problems in his
son’s world, too. The school bully
picks on him and the secretary won’t
let him call for a limousine.
And then the crooked owners of
the skull come looking for the gold covered bone.
Swoosie Kiln/ plays the mastermind crook. She is wonderful as the
evil money-grubbing Tina. She and
her counterpart kidnap the son

The movie goes on, and even at
the relatively empty 2:30 p.m. showing there was laughter echoing
through the theater.
The most hysterical aspect of this
movie was Reinhold’s mimicked actions of a young boy.
This movie probably won’t win
any Oscars, but it captured this reviewer’s heart.
I only hope this won’t get lost in
the muddle of other father-son movies being released. So drag your
young friends kicking and screaming
into this movie (or even your older
friends). It’ll be a fun movie for all
ages (believe it or not).

Eddie & the Tide headlines week
He% . gang! Isn’t it gicat to he
hack here at good or San Jose State
and doing those fun -filled class assignments? (Okay, you can stop
throwing the rotten tomatoes, it was
a poke.)
Yeah, spring break was way too
short for its ow n good and now time
to get hack into the grind of doing
God knows in hat.
Man, we students need to get
away I nen these monster courses
and do what we do best basically
going out and having a good time.
"Coming Events has a few suggestions on how to beat those back school -after-a -great -spring -break
blues.
PUB
So you say you can’t go out into
the real world because your term
Coming paper
is a pain to
Events do. No problem!
the dudes at Spartan Pub base some hands that are
worth checking out.
Tonight at 9 marks the return of
Ktxich Bahar to the Pub, while another
popular
group.
Secret
Weapon, plays Tuesday at 8 p.m.
On Wednesday night check out Double ID. who will take the stage at K.
CONCERT
Backheat Reggaefest returns to
Santa Cm, Sunday!
Due to overwhelming popular demand. the Back:heat Reggaefest
makes a return engagement to Santa
Cruz with another incredible lineup;
Culture. The Wailing Souls, The
Bhundu Boys. M.C. Alan "Rocky"
Bailey and Massive Sound International with Spliff Skankin and Roben Rankin. Reggaelest will he at the
Santa Cruz Civic Auditorium.
Performances will start at K p.m.
Tickets are $14.50 in advance, $16
at the door and are available at Blue
Rhythm Records in Capitola
C’ymbaline in Santa Cruz. the
Santa Cruz Box Office and all Bass
ticket outlets. For information call
429-3444.
CLUBS
Had enough ot those lame jokes
your professor thinks are hilarious?
Want something you can really.
laugh at (besides listening to the
presidential campaign speeches from
the candidates) The people from
Laughing Stock begin a weekly
stand-up comedy show at the Red
Lion Inn right here in San Jose on
2050 Gateway Place. Comedians
Mike Johnson and Steve Bruner take
the stage. while Paddy Morrissey
will he on hand Tuesday. Performances begin at 8 p.m. and take
place at Maxi’s Lounge.
Heading north towards Hayward.
Images Club 8c Cafe on 29097 Mission Blvd. will have one of the Bay
Area’s most popular hands Eddie &
The Tide perform Friday night at
9:30. The hand, coming off a strong
performance at the Odyssey Room
last Monday promises another great
show. Call (415) 581-5393 or -5394
for information.
Of course, when one is talking
about great clubs in the Bay Area.
Pew can compare with the city by the
Bay San Francisco.
To start things off lees go to The
Stone on 412 Broadway. Nazareth
with the Mark Castro Band explodes
on stage tonight. Tickets are from
$8.50 to $10. Kidd Blue plays Friday (tickets are from $7 to $K) and
Testament performs Saturday ($8.511
to $10). Performances start at )
p.m., except Testament which be
gins at 8 p.m. Call (415) 391-1128."
liiiinformatum.
Not to he outdone, The Last Day
Saloon located at 406 (lenient St
has as own variety of music Pride
and Joy takes the stage tonight at 9
liskets are 1)) in advance at all
Bass outlets. Blues group Ron
Thompson & the Resistors perform
Friday at 9:30 p.m. (tickets are $5)
and Pete Escovedo Orchestra plays
Saturday at 9:30 p.m. ($8). Sunday
features an amazing blues special
with Jimmy Pugh. Nick Gravenities.
Kenny Johnson, Carl Severeid, Tim
Kiahatsu and Elvin Bishop. Show
time is 9 p.m. and tickets are $5
call (415) 387-6343 for information
Attention folk music lovers! Mark
Graham will he performing at the
Plow Shares in the Fort Mason Cen
ter on Laguna Street. Performance is
Sunday at 7:30 p.m. Call (415) 441
8910 for information.

Pretzel Logic

lime to move towards the east to
Oakland. where The Omni is located
at 4799 Shattuck Ave.
Harvey plays Thursday night.
Line Drive arrives Friday. Chris
Issak
performs
Saturday
and
Screaming Paisleys takes the stage
on Sunday. Showtirne is 8:30 p.m.
Call (415) 547-7655 or 428-1470 for
ticket prices and information.
THEATER
SJSU Dance Theatre will be presenting Dance Theatre ’88 Friday.
Saturday and Wednesday. All performances start at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$6 for general admisssion and $5 for
students and seniors. For tickets and
information tall the box office at
924-4555.
ARTS & ETC.
Last chance to s isii Michael Hick man’s "Modern Apocrypha" exhibit at the Student Union Art Gallery. Final day is tommorrou
SJSU’s Music Department has a
series of performances for the general public. Flute player Heidi Woeller performs Friday night at 8:15 and
soprano Cindy Wang sings Sunday
night at 7:30.
You say that rock and roll and fine
art don’t mix? Well, artist Bruce
Hogeland would strongly disagree
with that theory. Hogeland will be
presenting "Guitar Heaven Installation." an exhibition of 12 sculptured
guitars interacting through floor pedals that activate rock music at the de
Saisset Museum at Santa Clara University.
Yet, this is not a "look. don’t
touch" exhibition. because Hoge land has made it possible br the
viewer to actually get involved.
That more or less takes care of
"Coming Events" for this week.
Dan Sweeney Daily staff photographer
Too had spring break couldn’t last
one more week or month or year or Eddie Rice of Eddie & the Tide seen here in a recent show at The Oddeven eternity. See ya next week’
essy Room will play at images Club & Cafe in Hayward tommorrow.
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The envelope please
Making prediction, is a very risky business.
If the prediction turns out to he wrong, society will have a
wonderful field day.
Above all, people who make predictions cannot afford to get
cocky, especially when one is on a winning streak.
I try to keep this thought in mind, because yours truly is on a big
winning streak on making predictions on the Academy Awards.
While most have faltered in their Oscar predictions, yours truly has
Best Picture, Best
maintained a streak of getting the top five awards
Actor, Best Actress, Best Supporting Actor and Best Supoorting Acexactly right for the past eight years.
tress
But, alas dear readers, I’m afraid that the "five-for-five" streak
may end April II. This overwhelming fear of personal apocalyptic
doom stems from the fact that the overall competition is so hard.
The Hollywood community loves "epic" films.
Best Picture
Movies like "The Greatest Show on Earth," and "Out of Africa"
have won because they were able to capture exotic or unusual locations
that leaves a sense of awe among its viewers. "The Last Emperor"
will win this year, since it’s an "epic" with an incredible insight of
China’s Forbidden City. Yet, it also is a small story about a man who is
a victim of history more than of his own frailties. Although "Hope and
Glory" has the possibility of pulling an upset, don’t bet on it. Winner
"The Last Emperor."
Best Actor- This is unquestionably the toughest category to
choose. Either performances were not that exciting or others didn’t get
nominated. (The fact that Steve Martin got overlooked for his performance in "Roxanne" proves the Academy’s extreme dislike of comedy films.) So, I decided to look at the category from a political aspect
who does the Academy like personally?
Although Jack Nicholson is very popular in Hollywood (He probably gives everyone a chance to sit with him at Laker games), "Iron weed" is such a weak film that he won’t win.
This leaves the ever popular (at least in Hollywood) Michael Doug
lax of "Wall Street" who will win for the right reasons, but for the
wrong film. He should’ve been nominated for "Fatal Attraction" but
he will win anyway. Robin Williams of’ Good Morning, Vietnam"
has the best chance to beat Douglas, but will most likely lose for the
same reasons Martin wasn’t nominated. WinnerMichael Douglas.
"Wall Street."
Best Actress This is easier to pick than most people think.
Holly Hunter of’ Broadcast News" will win for the simple fact that
she gave the best performance. Glen Close and Cher have outside
chances of winning, but common sense goes with Hunter. Winner -Holly Hunter, "Broadcast News."
Best Supporting Actor People win Oscar for several reasons
Sometimes political and sometimes sentimental. (These people win
more for their career achievements rather than the actual performance.
Paul Newman in "The Color of Money" is an example.) The same is
true here. Sean Connery will win, more for his past work even though
his performance in "The Untouchables" was outstanding. Vincent
Gardenia of "Moonstruck" could win for the same reasons, but the
possibility looks dim. Winner Sean Connery, "The Untouchables."
Best Supporting ActressThis category looked like a puzzler at
first, because each actress is a first-time nominee. Yet, a closer look at
the picture made the final decision much easier. Olympia Dukakis will
win thanks to her memorable performance in "Moonstruck." Win.
neeOlympia Dukakis. "Moonstruck."
There you have it: my predictions for the 60th Academy Awards
Will my predictions come true? Will this writer keep his five -for-five
drive alive? Or will his luck finally run out? The answer to these mind
twisting questions will be answered on Monday night.
Richard Motroni is the Entertainment Edkor.
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Slack’s ’Bigger than Breakfest
provides danceable funk for all

SJSU’s best
dancers to
give show
University Dance Theatre’s latest
showcase of professional choreography will open Friday at It p.m.
The performance features works
by choreographers Michael Smuin,
Cliff Keuter, Lou Clawson and
Jamie Scott, and spotlights dancers
David Miller from Danceworks and
SJSU faculty member Paul Schaeffer.
The works range from ballet to
more modern dance movements
University Dance Theatre, formed
this year. features nine SJSU dancers.
According to Cliff Keuter. artistic
director of the company, only the
"plum of the department" are selected.
"They are what other students
will aspire to," he said.
Students can audition at the end ol
the semester. Keuter said, and must
be accomplished in jazz, ballet and
modern dance.
This performance is a culmination
of the past year’s work, he said. The
dances performed include "Clay."
by Morton Subotnick. "Traces."
danced to the music of J. S. Bach
and "My Mother, Myself." choreographed by Loa Clawson from the
University of Utah.
Keuter has worked with a variety

Ron Green

Daily staff photographer

SJSU dancer Elizabeth Mills practices for tommorrow night’s opening performance
of dance theaters across the country.
He danced with Paul Taylor’s company and choreographed 125 ballets
in the United States. Europe. Australia. the Middle East and Canada.

Keuter also had his own dance
company in New York and is currently the artistic director of New
Dance Theatre in San Jose.
Kara Myers
’SS§

By Jim Hart
Daily staff writer
Funk is as danceable as music gets
and Slack has put together a creative
album that will move you from your
seat.
Slack sets no boundaries. Touches
of punk, blues, jazz, rap. pop, rock
and psychedelia can he heard
throughout their debut album, "Bigger than Breakfast." released by
Blue Yonder Sounds.
Slack ironically is an all -white
band. They started
as a bunch of colRecord
lege students jamReview
ming in the dormitories
at
Reed
College in Oregon. Later they
dropped out of school to fully develop their music.
The first cut on side one is the toe tapping, up-beat "Siam." This song
stands out as having the most potential to be played at Top-40 nightclubs. A well -developed musical
recipe seems to be one of the reasons
for Slack’s success a deep bass
with a real funky sound, beat -setting
drums, clever vocal tricks and some
whaling saxophone to leave the listener with a good taste in their mouth
and tired feet.
There h;is been question to

whether or not Slack, a primarily
"live band." could put together all
album cohesive enough to b.
bought. I believe they have done if
Though crazy at times, the alhun
does have some consistency.
To see Slack live would he an
even more enjoyable experien,
they have become well-known
egon for their "dance -until
drop" concerts.
The lyrics for "Bigger than
Breakfast" are not jewels. but they
contribute to the fun and light-heanedness of the album.
One humorous example is ’Out to
Lunch" which appears as the final
cut on side one. Having an unique
narration to music with background
vocals, the song tells a story about
the stereotypical deluxe hamburger
served allover America.
Perhaps the most developed song.
"Hi Hello." displays the hand’s potential in producing dance -oriented
music with a creative use of vocals.
At the end of the second side, you
will have aching muscles if you have
not lifted yourself from your seat to
dance to a few songs. Slack is a
young group. and with more experience they will undoubtedly have fans
some
"Gimme
demanding.
SI ACK!"
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Loans for Education

student

L.7
s-1

Jostens Gold Sale. For one week only Order and save on the gold ring of your choice.

.I( )STENS
Date:

April 4-8

1

I

A

S

COI

Inc.10am-6pm

GE

R

IN

Deposit Required

G.9

$20
Payment Plans Avalatoe

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

Place:
Meet with

your

1 Ilk 11

pimp

51111/1111114..1 1 el

S1141 I1S1 I C41 I,

60 OFF 18K
40 OFF 14K
20 OFF 10K

ft

1.1//.1 14..141ille
11111)14 sist is"

1111 5 51111
I p.m.
St tn It

GOLD RING SALE

Mi

5111111111114..1(11

1988

SNN.

A

I a’

SI SN 511 11 /
54 4 11 14
1 11.111.

114. 4 1

ttAPLE

lilt tilLit 115 I eed

111 1114.

1111

For more information and applications,contact:
Susan Taylor
Financial Aid Office
Wahlquist South, room 208

:111C

Jostens representative for full detarls Sc,’ our romplete nng selection on display in your college

bookstore
I,’ CP 121

9
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SJSU sweeps double-header
SPORTS

By Run Haynes
Daily start writer
Pitchers Gale Dean and 1 in., Roh
ens led the SJSU women’s s, alba!’
team to victory in both ends 01 Tuesday’s double-header. winning 3-1
and 12-1, respectfully, over Santa
Clara University
Third haselitan Krill Moulden
went 2 -for-3 to help the Spanan
cause in game one.
Aided by 11 Santa Clara errors.
excellent Spartan defensive play and
Sharon Calini. Angie Laolagi, and
Jill Dolce combining for six hits.
SJSU easily won the second game.
The wins came at a time when the
Spartans needed them most as they
prepare for an eight -game road trip.
The first match up will he Friday at
UNLV. On Saturday, SJSU faces
seventh -ranked Cal State-Fullerton.
-It’s tough to win on the road.**
said Coach Kathy Strahan as she

11;-7.1sett

;yolk._

.’s Steve

Kendra luck Dady staff photographer

’:114111

it :itch

the action at

first base

Bacosa’s relief pitching leads
Spar tans over Pioneers, 10-4
011,

\l11111
hr.IF1

team umwosed its 0% erall record to
;I
ii, a It/ 4 v ictory over Cal Stale Hav ward in a
!2:111Ie
\I 1.11l:11,:l
received the win after coming
Ii
Cortina in the third.
I ’,Oita was in nimble trom the start. surrendering
:11Id inc LIII 111 the first 1%%o innings.
"Ile was hit hard at the start.- Coach Sant Piraro
’Ile had the location. hut the hall was up. was tildSed mu mit the game in the third the
Pitmcci s Imin2 R11.0, led oil the outing %kith a single to
lilt I hit. I hointison lollo%%ed %%ith a double down the
wld
sending Ross to third. Ha v ward*s cleanup haw!. Robert Perales. stepped up to the plate and did
A ILO ta it up haters are designed to do. He blasted Cordna.. last pitch for a three -run homer.
Nought in Bacosa, who had little trouble
handling the Pioneers. I:inhering slightl in the ninth.
Il.o it tids I -rank Fontenot led tilt w kb a walk. Ba..osa was able to get Ross to fly out to center fielder
\lids
hut then walked Thompson.
lioin the bench to Bacosa. "Nobody’s
..oninwIII. ott it ciii to do it. Bacosa replied with a
wiii of his ii is and proceeded to get the next two hat its to 1,0p Imp. ending the game.
"1 it as minion; the hall instead of just throwing it like
I was most 01 the game." Bacosa said.
Pit M., had no intention of relies mg Bacosa.
\ e %%cretin going it, bring an One in until the ty me
in the hole... hraro said
Sprit.111, ’4.11 it’d scoring in the first inning. Right

’It’s tough to win on
the road.’
Kathy Strahan,
softball coach
stressed the impotance of splitting
the double-headers against top -111
opponents Fullerton and Long Beach
State.
"We have yet to upset a team this
year - we upset someone every
sear. We hope hi do it this weekend.- she said.
The other PCAA team the Spartans face iii a double-header is San

Roberts, combining as .1 lin
gailie)s
pitcher and hitter, still nee, ou.
standing performances in hinh areas
to help the Spartans \\ Mt a 3-5 record, her 10 strikeouts lead the team.
She has compiled a 1.X1 ERA and a
.240 batting average.
Although SJSt ls hitting and
pitching have excelled. the team will
have to improve as lie !ding. The
Spartans have committed 45 errors
in the 25 games tho
Oi those error. has e come in
the team’s eight PCA A games

HAFIVEM,5

L.

Anderson. left. and 1111 %% a

Diego State.
A victorious road trip will he the
key for a successful season for the
Spartans. Strahan said.
The Spartans will be counting on
the pitching of Dean. who current lx
ranks among the conference’s
pietheis with ;i (1.52 ERA and iii(i-S recoid and eight C01111,4’1.

icidci I odd I .it.teit walked and stole second. Eric
soli singled hut Eagen had to hold at third. The Pioncel
starter Ryan Allman threw a pitch that got passed cutchei
Kevin Wilson. at
Fagen to trot home.
MM. scored again in the fourth when Fernando
Viera. who went 3 -for-S. extending his hitting streak to
I 2. doubled. Viera advanced to third on a wild pitch and
scored on a John Rana/A sacrifice fly.
The Spartans were down 4-2 until the sixth w hen key
hits and poor pitching broke the game open.
Allman walked the first three hatters to load the
bases. sending Allman to the showers in favor of Jack
Dredge Vicia 55 is out on a fielder’s choice, scoring
Colin ititl liii mg runnels at the comers. Ratiam folloss
ss Mt a drise that Int the top of the right field fence.
Rattain ended up at third and two runners scored.
Greg Banda was hit bv a pitch. again putting runners
at the corners. ( ;ice Mitchell. pinch hitting for second
baseman Mark Phillips. grounded out, Rattairi scoring
Catcher Kevin Tannabill singled. scoring Banda.
Shortstop Steve Anderson doubled, putting runners
at second and third but Coats popped out to end the rally .
SJSU sent 10 men to the plate and scored five runs.
The Spartans scored two more runs in the sesenth.
At home w ere hitting well." Piraro said. "But we
has cin hit well on the road."
S.M. now has els to Fresno to take on the Bulldogs
in a three game weekend series.
’ kVe’re going to find out this weekend what kind ot
team we are.- [’intro said. "We’re going to have to ha, .
a tremendtius outing to heat Fresno. If we can just .
close to them I think we Can win.’’

RESORT HOTEL/CASINO * LAKE TAHOE
Come live, work and play in the grandeur of the high sierra mountains located in
beautiful Lake Tahoe.
Representatives from Lake Tahoe’s largest hotel casino are coming to Newark on
Monday, April 11 and San Jose on Tuesday, April 12. We have immediate
openings for full time and summer positions. Most of our current openings are
entry level and require little or no experience.
Harveys Resort Hotel/Casino Representatives are looking forward to meeting you
on April 11 in Newark or April 12 in San Jose,
DATE:
PLACE:

TIME:

DATE:
PLACE:

April 11, 1988
Newark Hilton
399(5) Flalentine Dr.
Newark, CA
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m

TIME:
Positions

Changepersons
Main Cashiers
Keno Runners
Host/Hostess

Waiters/Waitresses
Housekeepers
Ruspersons
Snack Bar Attendants

April 12, 1988
Hyatt San Jose
1740 North First Street
San Jose, CA
10:00 ant. - 4:00 p.m.

Available:
Stewards Helpers
Office Clerks
Fry Cooks
Desk Clerks

Cocktail servers
Race/Sportsbook
Janitorial
And Much More . .

Check out our excellent wages, benefits, promotion policy, financial assistance in
relocation. See you there!
EOE

Join the rush toTKD
In the 1960’s an actor/director went looking for Americaand created a new kind of film The man was Dennis Hopper
Easy Rider was the film that defined an era.
As an actor and director, he has always gone to
the edge, taking us places wed never seen before Easy Rider.
Blue Velvet. Rivers Edge
Now, in 1988, we find director Dennis Hopper in the streets of
Los Angeles. In a war zone where gang members and
Innocent people alike are killed over territorial emblems of
red and blue Over COLORS And again, he takes us places
we’ve never seen before with the first realistic motion picture
about the war against street gangs
To do it he has brought together an extraordinary cast and
crew All of them sharing a fierce devotion to the director’s
vision. And leading the cast, two motion picture actors of
unparalleled intensity
Sean Penn and Robert Duvall

HERMAN

jOSEPHS.

ORIGINAL DRAFT

Tappa Kappa Draft

Yol
Welcon le to the smoothest house on campus Tappa Kappa Draft- where
our motto is fun
Just twist the cap and you’ve got the smooth, fresh flavor of real draft beer
in a bottle. As only Coors can brew
liJ and HJ LIGHT Rush in for a six-pack of one or both

The smoother, the better.

NE

A ROBERT H SOLO PRODUCTION A DENNIS HOPPER FILM
SEAN PENN ROBERT DUVALL "COLORS" MARIA CONCHITA ALONSO
Co -Producer PAUL LEWIS Music by HERBIE HANCOCK
Director of Photography HASKELL WEXLER. A S C Screenplay by MICHAEL SCHIFFER
Story by MICHAEL SCHIFFER and RICHARD DILELLO Produced by ROBERT H SOLO
"10 411, I Directed by DENNIS HOPPER Arrww,o011
011N* ’I Instil .,0"111,14
SOUNDTIIACX ALBUM A VAILAILL
ImitrWmill 1
UK- S Reba.
PECOPDS TAPE AND ,01,111ACT DISCS
"1111
10.

STARTS APRIL 15th AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE.
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Sparta(,uide iN a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and slog’
organkations. Items may be sub
mined on JOrms in the Daily office.
Dwight BIRO Hall Room MR, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
The deadline for the next days
paper is noon.

University Dance Theatre: Dance
FRIDAY
Theatre ’88. 8 p.m. University
Theatre. Call 924-4551 for informa- Beta Alpha Psi: third tot mai meettion.
ing. 6:30 p.m. social and 7:30 p.m.
SJSU Vovinam Viet Vo Dao Club: meeting. Holiday Inn, comer of San
Vietnamese martial art practic. 5:30- Carlos and Almaden Blvd. Call 7736:45 p.m. SPX 209. Call 292-4550 8631 for information.
for information.
AIN:SEC: Rio del Mar Luau: 6-11
()1) AY
Amnesty International: Meeting. 7 p.m. Rio del Mar. Aptos. Call 926p.m. Art Building Room 139. Call .5161 for information.
AIN:SEC: New members drive. 9
277-8225 for infiwmation.
Meteorology Department: Guest
a.m.-2 p.m. in front of the Student
Union. Call 926-5161 or 924-6034 Math & Computer Science Dep- speaker. 11:31) a.m.-12:30 p.m..
tartment: Colloquium. 4 p.m. Dun- Duncan Hall Room 615. Call 924
(1:30-5 p.m.) for information.
can Hall Room 416. Call 924-5120 5200 for information.
A.S. Leisure Services: Deadline to
A.S. Program Board: Cellist/plait
sign up for weight training. 8:30 for information.
a.m.-4:30 p.m. A.S. Business Of- Physics Department: Seminar. 1 ist Lawrence Granger will perform at
p.m. Science Building Room 258. 8:15 p.m. in the Music Building
fice. Call 924-5961 for information.
Concert Hall. Call 924-6260 for in Call 924-5260 for information.
Student
Mobilization
Against
format ion.
AIDS: Auditions for "Wan-en." 4-6 Theatre Arts Department: Perforp.m. S.U. Umunhum Room. Call mance Art. noon- I p.m. Hugh Gillis
Hall Studio Theatre. Call 924-4530
924-6244) for information.
SATURDAY
for information.
Marketing Club: 5th annual Maui
Raffle. Sign-up tables in front of the Art Department: Eighth Annual Spartan Oriocci: Party Out of
Student Union and Clark Library. High School Art Exhibition. II Bounds dance. 9 p.m. -2 a.m. Le
a.m.-4 p.m. Art Building Galleries. Baron Hotel. 1350 N. First St. Call
Call 277-883() for information.
729-71174 for information.
Call 924-4328 for information.
Associated Students: Accepting applications for committee openings,
program board and promotions
board. 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. at the A.S.
office. Call 924-6240 for information.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance: MeetPHOENIX. Ariz. (AP)
Demo- from office Monday by a Senate
ing and Ilea market announcement.
4:30 p.m. S.U. Almaden Room. crat Rose Mofford, who began her court of impeachment.
government career 47 years ago as a
Call 263-2312 for information.
She ordered Mecham’s personal
secretary, was sworn in as Arizona’s
Re-entry Advisory: Drop-in sup- first female governor, saying she’s staff of about 20 off the payroll as of
port group. 2-3:30 p.m. S.U. Pa- proud of her new job but sad
about April IS. withdrew the names of 45
checo Room. Call 924-5930 for in- how she got it.
Mecham appointees from Senate
formation.
Mrs. Molford. 65, widely known consideration for now and said she
ould review agency chiefs to see
SJSU Ski Club: Meeting and officer as "Auntie Rose." commenced her
nominations. 7:30 p.m. S.U. Umun- term with wholesale housecleaning ss Ito vs ould stay.
hum Room. Call 268-5633 for infor- of the administration of Evan
NIrs. 7s1o)lord, who had been actmation .
Mecham, the elected Republican ing governor since Feb. 5, also
Theatre Arts Department/SJSU governor convicted and removed promised to sign a tax increase.

First female Arizona governor
confident but sad about position

ANNOUNCEMENTS
MODELS for advanced loch
class
Moncley-Thursday-Friday
HAM Call for appt 279-9694

NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
have plans with quality coverage
at affordable prices Call Mark Ellice. Washington National Insur
once. 14081943-9190 for a no obligation quote
PRIVATE ADOPTION where to begin’
Information for couples and singles wishing to adopt Pregnant
mothers.you

have
a chola
Please call (408) 338-9253

_J

SJSU SINGLE PARENTS A campus
group is being formed for fun &
support Call 248-5701
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now. Save your teeth eyes
and money too For Infornalton
and brochure... AS office or
call 140813714811

nonce. business, scientific, and
political conditions in horn country for consulting assistance For
into, send resume to BCS
700 St Marys P1. Suite 1400, San
Antonio, Tx. 78205 or all 1800)
628-2828, Eel 856
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS" Intl businesses and inns tors seek foreign nationals with

San Jose offers creative services
stimulating discussion & oppor
tunnies for social action We are
located at ISO N 3rd St Join us
Sundays alt1 00 or call 792-3858

AUTOMOTIVE
’63 SUZUKI GS450E ex cond only 46
mi, new tires led sporty & economical 9950 be Call 293-0757
’76 CHEVY NOVA" Good condition
$IZOO or best offer Call 7324434

COMPUTERS

700 St Marys PI Suite 1400. San
Antonio, Tx 78205 or call teCtol
642-5254

quired
445

knowledge

of

no.

FORMER PAINT AMERICA painters or
experienced painters for summer
Call Pablo PIN phone #219-3131
GRAPHIC ARTISTS NEEDED tor freelance work Must han some en finance with design
layout.
Call Linda at 984-

6235
HELP US RAISE SI MILLION through
the SJSU TOP’ Learn valuable
career enhancing skills E Noy the
best benefit package anywhere
around’ Stake good money too’
Call Mitch at 924-1129
LIFEGUARDS Seasonal & year round
positions available now Salary
lifeguards

SS 50-S6 40 hr

Pool

managers
942.2470

57 00-Se 60 h.

Call

PART-TIME CHILDCARE POSITIONS
available Immediately ISM hr
949-7933

sans Located at 2515 S King
Road Call 238-1038 Special Elf.

FULL TIME JOBS available, Never a lea Call BEST Temporary Santee., 984-1340 for de-

w 2-3 5

drives

touch

screen MS DOS Lotus & many
more $400 bo 279-0902 iv mai)

FOR SALE
THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP is
unique bookstore
specializing
in books on history
current
events

labor

Black Americans.

Chicanos
Asian -Americans
women
Marxism
Written by
Blacks Chicanos. Asians labor
activists Marxists We also have
in English. Soviet texts in the social sciences You wool find our
books posters and records In
other stores in the valley In Lida
lion

we

have

fiction

and chit-

dren’ books Located al 950 S
First St . San Jon 13 bike south of
#280) Call 794-793010, hours
.86 ZODIAC MARK I Excellent for river
rafting, scuba diving Grey (4
S1200.cs11724-4110

laborers

OPPORTUNITY with
largest insurance company

3rd
We

need reliable stable people Inter
ested in owning their own business We provide sales & man&gement training & guaranleed
income when qualified Call David
Zacher or Dick Adams at 3714663
OFFICE CLERK NEEDED for nights
and weekends FleIble hours
For more info all Russell a Furnilure at 435-1344, ask for Jenot
FILLMORE FINGERS-the concessions
company for SHORELINE AMPHITHEATRE & SPARTAN STADIUM
Is now hiring energetic & motivated people. Call (415)967-4911
ISSSFOODSERVERS COOKS, HOSTESS, CASHIERS. and busboys
Marie
Callender,
i
always
looking for new
enthusieslic
workers to loin our team Apply at
2831 Meridian Ave . or cell 2657130 for appointment
FOOD SERVER NEEDED tor busy new
downtown rntsurant Apply al
297.0607

PERSONNEL
FOOD
SERVICE
wonted.. Catering by Coast is
seeking
PT employee w fin
schedule E xp preferred but not
required Plane call 847-2700
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCH01.
ARS,. Intl businesses and investors fen foreign nations!s with
hand

PERM PART TIME. 45 15 hr SC SVL
31 32 hre Sun-Thurs aft 6PM
Call Tan Pnline 263-5911
PART
TEACHERS.
PRESCHOOL
TIME firs 24PIA M4 ECE is re-

knowledge

of

no-

WE RE TALKING FLEXIBLE evening
and weekend hour., good pay
and paid trebling’ We re talking
about great team. and starting at
the TOP’ The best part time lob

WRITING

*Witty nonsmokers
call at 416-5636

to PO Bon 53347, S J 95153
SECURITY

OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS" FT PT ecurIty onars- all shifts FT PT evening
process senora We will traIn
Apply in person Mon -Fri 9AMS J 286-

A A I

Ind day Rush lobs are my speci
ality
Call Pam at 14081 225-

in

SERVICES

all scademoc
APA formal term papers theses
resume s A COWIN letters I look
forward to serving your typing
needs this semester Hrly rates
500 pm

Jane 251.

TYPING WORD PROCE
RFSSING Thesis work
apecatty Experience counts’ Group
papers welcome Standard L mi
crmassetle tanse notion
Free
disk storage and gelato. STUDENT DISCOUNT 17 years cape-

244-8907. extension 401

rience Call Chrystal at 9234461

B ARE IT ALL. Stop shoving waxing
tweezing or using chemical deed)
tones

ELECTROLYSIS.

Professional

AFFORDABLE PROF TYPING & word
processing My So San Jose
Slime Word Slur Cheryl 224

Classified
4110

ENTERPRISE

APA FORMAT term paper thesis eel
corned 10 years typing word proces.ing mperier. Letter quality
printing Very comPlentYft reIn
Students ’nein discount with
ID Access Data -211, -4962 ask for
Teresa
A

tance from campus Afternoon &
evening shlfts avelloble Good
voice & personality Cell Jerry at

by the leading designers Super
thin lenses for high power R.

998-4526
CANVASS,
CONCERTS, FUN, Work for Thorn.
Jefferson Up to $2061, aftrn

TELEMARKET.

eves Downt S J great causei Call
May at 947-7778 Help roan hie
1015
TIE UP THOSE loose ends, Earn extra
SS as Inventory counters. kit pull
era or stock clerks on short term
assignments ROWE Call us at
Tailored Inventory 7440240 Mon
day through Friday
Direct ace

Open 7 days
and Medical

WORD

CALL LINDA TODAY" Avoid the rush’
Reserve now for your term pear, group protects tans. etc
Professional

word processing
Inn disk storage Quick return all
work guaranteed Caswell. Iran

around

Santa Clare

Call

EVERGREEN
WORDPROCESSING
Term papers St 75 p Obt sp and

of reports theses etc Laser
printer Affordable accurate depomade Only 12 minutes from

gel down laser output IL spell
proofed Cali Dina! Pubs at 845394 I 977 7995 beeper

proofed Small business tellers
nailing lists flyers newsletters

campus Pickup mailable Sally al
251-4665

Instructor

protects
welcome
Omlity guaranteed On campus
pickup delivery Call (4061 214368411,50, message)

reports resumes afters group
protects. manuals theses etc All
machanic formats A APA Free
dal’ storage. SPELCHEK pine,

faculty and students Call
Printy
WORDWORKS at 14081
253-WORD or 253-WORK

ices Fast reasonable 8 near the
university Call 792-4001
TERM PAPERS BY MAN’, We lake
your draft stt A type VOU party 8,

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR. Take advantage of our expert’. Top soc
retarial service for all you. WORD

for

word Call PJ at 923-2309

NEED HELP,’" Call S 0 S " Eope
*need, professional typing wry

FORDABLE RATES. call PAM at
247 2981 (Santa Cara) STUDENT
& FACULTY DISCOUNTS’

Term p.p.,
t,.rS
Resumes and rush ions are my specialties Turn your handwritten
draft into polished work Btblio

check

graphie

Letter

quality

printers

Sunnyvale
WORD

PROFESSIONAL

PRO

12 years secreted.’
mpertence No ioix too large Of
On0
stall
Rate
Student
$12 50 hr Reg SIS 00 hr /Nun
CESSING"

8 30-5 PM

(afternoon hours by
Cali Anna at 972-

appointment)
4992

WRITING Bay
service 40 years eope( cinlotations

RESUMES - TYPING

GOOD TYPIST" Reasonable rate.
Call Eve el 2514285 or 272-5033

ern T
lien,.

Career,

TYPING

footnotes /0 snap on my
word processor Special student
rates
Phone
791 0693
Have
memaget
WOIXDPROCFSSING

REPORTS

nes

Three

Four

Five

Days

Days

Days

$3 55

$4 35

Days
$4 75

$500

$5 10

$555
$635
$680 $715
ach Additional Line Add $80

ales
,nes
’lines

$435
$515
$595

$515
$600

Extra

1329
WORD
PRO,’ 35040
CAMBRIAN
AREA" IS yrs experience Cheep
and teal’ 51 25 pet page double
spaced SI 75 per page single
spar e Coll 979 9254

1111111111111_311_11_JJ__L_LIIIIL11;,

Day
$

90

$580

$600

$1 05

$660

$6 BO

$1 20

$740

$760

$1 35

1 I 1 1 1 I I I 1 1 1 I I 1 I I I I 1

1 1 1 1

Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-9 Lines $46.00
10-14 Lines $63.00
15 Plus Lines $80.00
Phone: 924-3277

Insurance
wee.
are warmly wsl,

Address

Phon,

City & State

ZIP

For

Enclosed is $

Lines

now," 405 E Sante Clef St al
9th cell 995-0488 We speak Viet

Circle a ClaultIcatIon:
Announcements
Help Wanted
Automotive
Housing
Computers
Lost and Found
For Sale
Personals

name. Spanish & Chinese
Math

problems

solved, tutoring by phone at any
level Sessions I 410 I hour Cell
(415) 796-6497
PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES. Let me
capture your wedding memories
vdth quality photos /Of less" Bud
get and deluxe panne* Irom

4

fa.

SENO CHECK MONEY ORDER

Services
Stereo
Travel
Typing

Ciesarfed Omsk located themes DOH701

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose

California

95192

Deadline

Two days prior 10 Publicat10,1

Consecutive publication dates only
No

at

tea resumes montarnots legal
Edttong available Have two de
green Reasonable ales Cell 576

Each
Two

Day

corned SJSU students & Mall al
ways have 10% oft Call for appt

MATH-PHONE

RATES"
246-5633

Santa Clara area

ire for term papers group progcts end mac reports Resumes
and cove. letters Free spelling
Competitive ales 735 8845 iSuei

tuatiorc grammar sssistance All
work guaranteed For that proles atonal. quick 6 dependable worryhee service et mIS best with AF

TYPING". REASONABLE
Call PATTI at 14081

Print Your Ad Here
(count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each (ine)

One

Career

LUCID EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
writing assistance anteing typing

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
anadernk business. legal word
processing aeon Term papers

aurae term papers. theses We
also provide disk storage, editing.
grammar end spell checking.
PS Law printing. or printing
from your disk Special diticount

students All work guaranteed
Speciall4Ing in word perfect and

Seminars All loll ft,flIa
Center 243-4070

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE" Proles stone, typing A business se, -

246-

scriplion
Nyman..
Almaden Brenham area 7 days meek Ceti
264-4504

processing needs Graphics, letters manuscripts reports re

LASERJET OUTPUT Yeas of e pert
ence ’ening SJSU faculty and

scription Free SPELCHEK. copy
edlt, disc storage Quick turn5425

TYPING SERVICE Reasonable
rates Free disk Morose free pickup & delivery 270-8936

Will pick-up and deliver

PROCESSING

Tann .9...nista Also term pears manuscripts screenplays,
resumes. repetitive Innen Iron

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

EYECARE AT SUNRISE EYEWF AR
Frame and ann. from 537’ Dr
Christopher Cat.. 00 sallry

ing glaucoma check complete
contact tense service for family
Fashion freme and sunglasses

iMENT GONE AWRY

THERE,

and lest service at extremely low
price Complete eye marn Includ

TODAY 723-9360

With GENETICS Estee-

irI111

removal

TELEMARKETING" Appointment setting Part time. 6200 WK POSSI
ER E. DAILY CASH Waning dis-

DNA cLuES - NEED HELP

YOU DO

HAIR

Call 296-0931"

TRAINING SPECIALIST

Somali:mg in
typing including

than 0 monthsander. 20.55
years old, please call Palmer College of Chiropractic West at (408)

415-493-1600. nt 445
Entended

iSHED Typist

ACADEMIC

cense Must be US citizen Call

Icy 124 PM daily Must have ECE
Call
pay benefits
unil
good

ACCOM

facially sc anc1 etc at 251-0449

B ACKACHE", FREE treatment as
pert of a research protect if you
have had low beck pain for more

Wanda Folk
ktsviSER WANTED FORT

We re lest dependable grammar,
wise college grads So call u
with papers reports. theses Is, -

the only permanent
method Ask about the special
discount for Spring Complimen
lary consulalion by appointment

TEACHERS PRESCHOOL’

ACCURATE

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT -teller quality
accuracy guaranteed Academic
typing our speciality Free proo
hng disk storage
Fleasonoble

290-5010

Michael Sherman

p

5942

Gwen Chalon. RE
My Care
559-3500 1645 S Banorn at
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow

experience

ULAK

YOU’RE A rwEret3fP OF

SECRETARY

030 am

FREI PARTY LINE

I-013e/

ylE s

Laugh Lines

wits computer
Close to school Available night

eppointment

mes Santa Clara Call 7274793

yrs

(ANTOINETTE_
FORGOT
TO PICK ME
IR FOR
5o4o0L!

St SO per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guaranteed Thanks

Confidential
335 5
Baywood
Ave San Jose cell 247-7496 for

15% discount to students and I /Lc
Tilly Call before May 11 /968 and
gel your first sppt at 1 2 price
Unwanted Heir Disappears With

2

Angelo
--N
(siOU’VE GO-7 1 .. (WE’D BETTER NURRY7"
IF IT GETS VIOLENT
.L.D WILL BE IN
eilAt’Htly).i fe
ti4E
wiNNHIPATM
TPOUBLE! BOB WAS A
, BOXING CHAMP lts!
Pkes!
HIGH SCHOOL ,/

ACHIEVEMENT
ACCOUNTABILITY
ACKNOWLEDGEABLE in typing that, lops
Trial TONY 796-7087 Thanks

UN
WANTED HAIR removed forever

5516 hr to start Full benefits. no
experience needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY. 3212 Scott
Blvd between 010011 & San To-

stores ship ren or nuln plus
ability to iltt SO lbs. fork Ilft certifi
tale end California drIver. li-

Dumbar Pig

1

280-5161

CLINIC""

The natives are
WHIMS reetlea

-

THE
Ai A CLUB’
FASCINATING’ WHAT pc

’4)25 125 9009

WARNING

,. _
r-4----,,,,,:.------,,
en.,

.
- ow.

AAAA ACCURACY

al3501 UTEI Y

SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts ft pt

Requires

414. 3----)
’4
, .’

s

at ell. Hrly rates Student discount
Avail
P-i) & delivery
wknds and evenings Call Linda

eornpus
security deposit Cm

ELECTROLYSIS

1

tensional typist. At DO words
minute loan make all your payers
look and BE tau best in no lira

for rent nr

PERSONALS

.t

r 14’

TYPING

licensed

SJSU Prefer serious MALE std.*
non smkr 522500 297 7679

I THINK TWAT i
WOULD NAVE PREFERREP
Tc61 Saha< FIND 11.6
ME , TCO.

I
-

Is
I

AAAAAA
YOU FINALLY FOUND It,
Sc exprinenced affordable. pro-

1 2 tin Inn

Let me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin
bikini tummy, mousteche etc)

SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK open Mg at Venn Image Tube Division

1

i
a111

budget price. free information
Call 371-7687 an for SJSU discount

PPP,
PRIVATE RM kitchn piv

interested

.

600

SERVICES

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHED
by a professionei high quality

CLOSE TO CAMPUS I bedroom I
bath, oft street parking $475 Call

locel stores

SALES PT FT financial services Excellent opportunity Send rnume

-

"’-’-----

assistance
All subsects QualResumes Re-writ-

YOUR

HOUSING
S595 mu Cali 224-3939 281,8840
Licensed *sent

RESEARCH

ified writers
ing Catalog Berkeley 1415) 8415036

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM I BATH"
Carport walk to campus no pets

We II work around
school schedules but must have?
mornings week opening eve*

Sheila Neal

Academic thesis
Ghostwriting

around, Call 924-1129"

RED EYE is looking for sanistant man
eget, full lime & part time in our

Isaac Newt

provides a wide variety of musk
for your wedding. (arty or dance
II reasonable rates Call Desiree
or Phil at 249-2820 or 922-7359

ex?

quired. pays S6 hr Call 286-0863

%30

HELP WANTED

first

file

clerks

4PM 260 Meridian Ave

CAREER

380S Second St

secretaries.

Typists

receptionists.
PC

415-493-1801)

WEEKENDS-L8 hr to start Outdoor
sales Lawn aeration and fertilize
lion Domino Stan this Saturday
Call Of*.,, Thumb Lawn ServiceSunnyvale al 732-4443

2 1313RM apt
$550 ’no

00400

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of KSJS
You a got the party. we’ve gel
the music. Michel Productions

port walk to campus 279-8075

PART-TIME

tails

oft for SJSU with ID
HPISO

Call

224-3939 2864840

MODEL SEARCH, All ages. high fashion TV commercial print work
start ml Agence. call 374-6090

/VTR HE

5299 You keep the negatives Call
Cherie at 274.8099

ternoons. weekends & overnight

IF S.S.1.41 RAM to 730 PM) Physics. electronic or mechanical
orientation and US citizen re-

hand

MEWL
COME MR
MP we HIM
AMY FOR
PROCESSING

PROFESSIONAL

shifts 1647 25 hr Call for appli
cations II information 3744224

noinic. business. scientific, and

Northern Calitotnia Nannies 1415)

PC-COM PCCOM PC-COM,"
111M AT XT compatibles and scam

*dun with autism 8 related disabligies FT PT positions available
early wmkday
mornings
af-

political conditions in home country for consulting assistance For
Info. send resume to BCS int I.

paste-up. etc

WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS, hul
that4 OK We are
church community that values the individual
search for one, own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of

staff needed for residential f se,
as for adolenents and ynunq

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
full time openings for aulomated
VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing
shift, graveyard 8 weekend shift

first

FIORIPA 17INT
Ma FREEZE -WY
PEr

Skibblefritz

Classified
HAIR

qiruz

THERE’S A
COMPANY IN

Berke Breathed

refunds on cancelled ads

poluaummumpapapimapiaatue
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U.S. document model for Ireland’s
By Laura NI. I ukas
Daily stall Min,
artSh Senator John A. Murphy
discussed the similarities between
the American and Irish constitutions in his presentation to sjsu
students and faculty k%. 1
1
"Nineteenth century Irish political .1.1it pas looked more to the
1’ 1/44 than to Europe." Murphy
said
Fhe American Constitution
i1,15 seen ;Is a model.’
pht . who is also a prolessor
41 hid liistii it hut el-sit) college in Cot k. talked about the his ot the Irish Constitution.
I01
"In 1921." he explained. "independence came for the northeastern part of Fire 1 ’Ireland’ in
Gaelic’ A constitution %ts as unposed ht the British
\imply, int this imposition met
Ilgortni. nationalist pride from
die R0111,111 (.:1111011L 111;101 it in

Death
1011101LX

preliminary plans
Florence Cappelloni. a secretary
in the IF department. described
Schneider is"inure than just a ma-

!leering

tte w is seuy close to his students,
she said Seseral students came by to
Ii ld out \slim happened and to see if
there St as ui, 11111112 they could do,
appelloni said.
" le its ’set me on career and educational questions beyond what was
nes essary tor the class," said Kennedy Bross ii, a senior in IF.
"Ile tt ill Ite sorely missed," said
Keith irant a senior in IF.
Professor Ermc Ilia,. in, chairman
al the IF department. agrees. "He
!! as ethernet!. easy to work w ith and
Rh the students."
\
said
Schneider came to MiSt iii I98-1
altei taking an early retirement from
Ili SI Ile ssorked as an electrm.il en lot IBM Bow 1956.1954 and
!en is ith the tale 01 Senior Faigmeer
latiatiet

Mineta
WM hilt.’.

Senator compares country’s constitutions
Ireland.

Flit, nationalists) needed to as

seri the sotereigniy of the people
without outside influence... he
The resulting Irish Constitution,
drafted by nationalist Vanion de
Valera. rid Ireland ot Itiaish tics.
’The machinei s ol the etOettl
went and fundamental tights in the
Irish Constitution are basically the
saute as in the 11.S. layinit. Murphy said. ’Some phrases ale taken
word -tor- word from the l’.S Constitution.
The principal dillerence how CCI1
the Irish and American constitutions, he said, is that the Irish Con
stitution is based 4)11 the Catholic
Murphy . who belongs to the
1
was
During the time Sch neu..ei
with 11351. he is is selected hy he
1."111P.’" I" 11" 1" l’1,11111. V11-1" 11"
culitti al and \ lediams al hos el sits
ill
I tIN It, lett, II ti titt, theft.
lints in said that St [Weide! Via,
oniplisliment and
proud ot this
itisi enitiy et] tea, hi Ic os etall
Dale Ps artel. a seniiii iii II-. de
scribes Schneider as the ’ cue,uui it
the crop." Schneidei explained the
material so clearly . eserytme could
understand. 1 art el said
"He ss as the kind al teacher you’d
55 ant 101 e el
1:1,‘,.. he said

Catholic mantra). in Ireland. said
that the preamble 10 the Irish Con.
Silinn011 is a "thaighttorwaid pro
lession of the ( ’mho’ iv. laith
"The constitution gives a itenend vision of what kind at society
Ireland should he." he said. "The
U.S. doesn’t lust: this. It concerns
the basics of democracy. liberty.*’
The senator said that the two
constitutions have
’hackground
ethos dii terences.
The point I ml View the Catholic
Church takes on issues such as Pro.
lute. homosexuality and divorce are
supported by the legislators in Ireland.
1.he overriding ethos is in the
people wltmi support (the legislattasi." hesaid.
Despite his Catholic outlook.

Murphy said that the extensive
guarantee of personal rights in the
hush Constitution are meant to protect the right of the Protestant minority as well as the Catholic majority .
"Part at the constitution demands reform,’
Murphy explained. "hut taking out denominational clauses in the constitution
could he seen as a turning hack on
Catholic ancestors.’’
lkspite ally religious conflict in
Ireland, public awareness of the
Irish Constitution is hunted.
"One can buy a copy for the
price of it pint
the most common
monetary value to the Irish." Murphy said.
Ireland is politically aware, he
said. "hut we don’t talk in terms ill
religion anymore.
’The overriding objective in Ireland is Ivaco." he said. "not nee
essarils Unit

stiuments he played.
play et cry one of them,"
NIt 111. saud
lie elaborated by adding his range
/ I’,tit page 1
dmitially to an outstanding student ot instruments includes both the flute
in:miring in compositon. twanging and the tuba.
or conducting 55 itltitl the 19-C:11111MS
Miyata said he would like to
.A00111111 State Una el sitv sv.tem.
somedas conduct tOr a major symSJSt s Miyata recently conducted phony . Ile also plans to he a junior
the I)as is Communits Orehestra high school hand instructor.
along w ith instructing and directing
Bliss. the 1987 recipient of the
the Morgan Hill Summer Band pro- Dragon scholarship. also won the
1979.
gram since
19/0 Stephen B. Wozniak AchieveMiyata spoke about his musical ment Award tor computer music in expel ’,lice. and about how man!. in nos anon,

Music

Board: Students needed
I- row page /
Asked if he thought more student
representation on SUBOD was a
good idea. Evans said. "I’ll have to
think about that."
On March 22 Evans left a SUBOD
meeting when Johnson suggested
that SUBOD support Jesse Jackson
tor president. When he left. Evans
broke quorum for the hoard, and
other administrators and staff left
with him.
Evans said he was not aware that
he was breaking quorum, and that he
left because discussion of a presidential candidate was improper for
SUBOD.
McLennan. Toni Boothe, director
of California state affairs. and Terry
McCarthy. A.S. vice president. said

they believe Evans did not know that
he was breaking quorum.
The student office holders said,
however, that his ability to dismiss a
meting at any time, when other
board members may still wish to
pursue topics like the Rec Center, is
proof that students do not hate
enough say on the board.
Boothe also said recently that
Evans is reluctant to bring more student representation to the board because it could compromise the administration’s control over the
hoard.
"(Evans) has to evaluate whether
or not he can give those seats
away." Boothe said. "He has a lot
of power over university employees
that he might not (have) over students."

Fees: Protesting unwise
1. rims page
such a loan is with a student fee increase.
Dielschneider said students should
cooperate because "the CSU essentially has your checkbook." a
statement A.S. President Michael
McLennan called "ridiculous."
"In a very inept way Dietschneider was asking people to work
together," McLennan said. "Everyone does have to work together, but
no government entity can just spend
money without some check by its
constituency."
McLennan said SJSU administration and PMA are right that the Rec
Center will be completed more eas-

ily if students do not pursue their
legal and financial interests, hut that
their needs will not be met by that
type of cooperation.
’Sure, if we just roll over and
say. ’Raise our fees!’ the project will
flow very smoothly. But we can’t
just roll over. We have to find out
who is responsible.’
A.S. office holders also say the
CSU has not protected student interests in its handling of the Rec Center. and the SJSU administration has
not given students a fair voice in
campus discussion of the project.
"Students don’t have confidence
in the CSU about this." McLennan
said.

No matter how

bad they are,
Grandma loves
to hear the
latest jokes’,

I

the Japanese -Americans
%slit., St cue interned "This hill as
sines we will never suffer these in" SImeta said

01/1/e,

10

I lie l S is not a melting pot.
SItneia said "I see it as a tapestry
dillerent yarns and different colors that are ssos en together to make
.1 strong lahric .
thong Huy nh, a sophomore initiating in electrical engineering. was
witnessed ht Mineta’s speech.
Ale tv as v Li’, articulate He addressed all the points that concern
Asian groups:* he said.
"The most important point he
made is that we nmst Nod, to
gether." Huy nh said.

NAPLES PIZZA
& Italian Restaurant
willow GLEN CENTER
’ ;fir) Mniadcri Rd.

978- 55 1 5

Mu miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That’s one g(1111.1
reason to call king distance.
ATM’ Long Distance Service
isanntIlergCxxi reason. Because it costs less than you
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle before pm even get to the
punch line.
So whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T Reach
out and touch someone’

oil ttty large pizza
off ziny medium pizza
551111

coupon

I nesdity Night Special’
$2.99
Spaghetti witneat sauce
inc. garlic bread & salad
Wed. Special
I ptzza,
get next smaller site
FREE
Wed. 5-10 with coupon

Live Entertainment
Every Thursday Night

If you’d like to know more
ab( Kit AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at I 8(X) 222-0300.

She ,irt Yarbrough
& his
Rhythm Masters
Buy 1 pitcher,
get 2nd free
Call for menu
Pizza by the slice
Daily lunch specials
WE DELIVER

Q
v

OFF

to Anything

for SJSU Students
with current ID

Kim Cohen. University of Wisconsin. Class of 1990

